
                                                                                           

     

“The Advanced Tutorial; My experience”  

by Meghan Williams 

 

I first heard about OMT when Hayley Moeller, ACT Coordinator, was presenting with regards to Palliative 

Care at a course I was participating in and I knew then that I needed to know more.  

My background was as a Registered Nurse (Cert IV in Massage and a Lymphoedema Therapist) and various 

Community Health Organisations.  I completed OMT Module One with Hayley in September 2013 and then 

after a slight detour Module Two with Kate Butler in November 2014. I was reassured through the 

techniques I had learnt that I would do no harm, and, in fact, would provide my clients with a treatment 

most had never dreamed was possible especially whilst undergoing the various options in cancer 
treatments.  

As satisfied as I was with the skills I had in this area I wanted to know more but, at this point, OMT 

Modules Three & Four weren’t on my horizon. Another therapist I knew who had completed OMT One & 

Two had mentioned going on to take part in an Advanced OM Tutorial with Tania Shaw in Buderim QLD. 

That news peaked my interest immediately and I found myself searching the OMT website for more 

information. 

I know that there is often travel involved for many who want to train in OMT. The biggest issue coming 

from Darwin is that almost no training is ever offered in the NT itself and we travel for pretty much 

everything. I also knew that OMT were very supportive and enthusiastic in promoting this training to be 

available to everyone no matter where you lived and that included Therapists in Regional and Rural 

settings. I had read in a previous Newsletter that other Therapists had been assisted by way of a donation 

or scholarship to attend training and decided I would ask if there was any financial assistance that would 

be applicable to me with regards to travel costs.  To my surprise and delight I was informed that indeed my 

situation did warrant support and $300 would be made available. Assistance such as this makes an 

enormous difference and I am truly appreciative, thank you OMT. 

NB: OM Ltd, from time to time, identifies a therapist in a regional centre who demonstrates a high level of 

skill in OM, coupled with a collegial approach towards other therapists. Meghan is passionate about OM 

and is keen to introduce this modality to the top end. She is a keen advocate and an ideal candidate for 

promoting the benefits in a remote area. OM Ltd use donated funds to support this ‘scholarship’ program, 
so please encourage your communities to contribute.  



 

 

The environment is truly beautiful in Buderim. I knew I would be learning additional techniques to add to 

my OM Basket and looking back now post the tutorials , what is written in the description on the OM 

webpage is exactly what it is. We were given demonstrations of every technique and were able to write 

our own notes.  Each participant (there were four of us) received a personal demonstration by Tania and 

daily opportunities to debrief re our practicals. By not practicing on each other first prior to real clients , we 

were initially taken slightly out of our comfort zones but the benefits were evident particularly on day two.  

In total we had 6 client practicals each and were fully supported with discussions around the treatments 

we would give prior to even touching the client and then great supervision throughout the treatment. All 

bar one of my clients were very experienced in the benefits of the techniques taught and were able to give 

great feedback. My 6th client who had only had remedial massages in the past so saw the benefits that they 

fell asleep in the second part of my treatment. 



 

Tania asked us at the end to use one word to describe how we saw the weekend and what we had learnt 

and the word I used was ‘Inspirational’. Yes, Tania and Deb were inspirational but it wasn’t that at all.  I 

used the word because I was inspired to go back to my practice and integrate what I had learnt for the 

benefit of my clients. Already this week I have used what I have learnt on current clients and have had 

nothing but positive feedback. I personally don’t think you can ask for more than that and if in the future 

you have the chance to add to your own repertoire of OM techniques my recommendation would be to 

take it. 

Endnote: The Advanced Tutorial will continue to be offered in Buderim in Queensland, twice a year. In 

addition to this, we will commence offering this program in Victoria in 2016 so keep an eye on the website 

and Facebook pages for more details. 

 


